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Abstract

Representation is a fundamental problem in object track-
ing. Conventional methods track the target by describing
its local or global appearance. In this paper we present
that, besides the two paradigms, the composition of local
region histograms can also provide diverse and important
object cues. We use cells to extract local appearance, and
construct complex cells to integrate the information from
cells. With different spatial arrangements of cells, complex
cells can explore various contextual information at multiple
scales, which is important to improve the tracking perfor-
mance. We also develop a novel template-matching algo-
rithm for object tracking, where the template is composed
of temporal varying cells and has two layers to capture the
target and background appearance respectively. An adap-
tive weight is associated with each complex cell to cope with
occlusion as well as appearance variation. A fusion weight
is associated with each complex cell type to preserve the
global distinctiveness. Our algorithm is evaluated on 25
challenging sequences, and the results not only confirm the
contribution of each component in our tracking system, but
also outperform other competing trackers.

1. Introduction
Object tracking is a fundamental problem in computer

vision with applications in a wide range of domains. Mean-

while it is one of the most challenging vision tasks, due to

many factors like appearance variation, heavy occlusion, il-

lumination changes and cluttered background. To overcome

these challenges, a representation should be robust enough

to identify the object under motion deformation, while at

the same time, the representation should also be distinctive

enough to differentiate the target from background clutters.

Besides, for real-time applications, computational efficien-

cy is a crucial requirement. However, either a local repre-
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sentation or a global representation can only focus on one

aspect of the above requirements. Generally, local repre-

sentations describe the local regions. They are usually ro-

bust to motion variation and can handle partial occlusions

[1, 8, 16], but easily fail in background clutters because of

ignoring object structures. On the contrary, global repre-

sentations can capture large object structures [20, 17, 25],

but lacking the local flexibility makes them difficult to cope

with occlusion and motion deformation. In addition, both

kinds of representations only utilize the information insid-

e the object and omit important contextual cues from sur-

rounding background, which can be explored for accurate

localization as well as occlusion inference.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical representation

framework. To achieve the local robustness, we extract lo-

cal feature histograms as the bases of our representation,

called cells. These cells spread over regular grids covering

both object region and neighbouring background. To obtain

the global distinctiveness, we integrate specific cells to con-

struct complex cells, which can explore multiple contextual

information. According to different spatial arrangements

of cells, the complex cells are categorized into four type-

s that encode the object dependencies from local region,

block neighbourhood, inter-region relations and surround-

ing background respectively. The combination of four type-

s achieve some complementary properties. They not only

form a multi-scale representation to balance between local

robustness and global distinctiveness, but also utilize both

inner and outer object information.

For object tracking, we develop a novel template repre-

sentation and an efficient matching algorithm. The template

is composed of temporal varying cells and has two layers

that store the appearance of the target and background re-

spectively. In greater detail, the cells are modeled as Gaus-

sian distribution according to their temporal variation and

the two-layer template is convenient for context exploita-

tion as well as occlusion inference. We track the object

by matching the complex cells from candidates with those

from the template. Each complex cell has two weights.
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One weight is associated with each complex cell to cope

with occlusion as well as appearance variation, and the oth-

er weight is associated with complex cell type to preserve

global distinctiveness. As the combination of complex cells

form a score field with desirable heuristic cues, we utilize

a coarse-to-fine search strategy, leading to a more accurate

and efficient object localization. In summary, the main con-

tributions are three folds:

• we propose an effective representation that exploits

multiple scale, multiple contextual object information

by integrating local histograms.

• we develop a novel two-layer template for object track-

ing, which not only models the temporal varying ap-

pearance of both target and background but also en-

codes spatial-temporal cues for occlusion inference

and stability analysis.

• we evaluate the effectiveness of individual components

of the proposed tracker on 25 challenging sequences,

and demonstrate that the complex cells are the major

force to boost the performance.

2. Related Work
Although our representation framework is not complete-

ly biological inspired, there are indeed evidences in the neu-

rophysiological literatures to support the rationality of pro-

posed “cells” and “complex cells”. First, we choose feature

histograms as local descriptors, which stem largely from the

works on mammalian primary visual cortex(V1) [10]. Sec-

ond, we integrate local information to represent higher level

object information, which is inspired by the multiple layer-

nature and inter-layer connection of visual cortex [26]. Re-

cently, psychophysical studies indicate that generic object

tracking might be implemented in a low level neural mech-

anism [19], and then we propose a template-based tracking

method without a complicated high level object model.

Recent work on object tracking explores effective fea-

ture representation. Some trackers [31, 12, 30] apply HOG

descriptor [3], which captures intrinsic edges and is in-

variant to illumination changes. Meanwhile, some trackers

[17, 20, 32, 13, 25] utilize the representations based on im-

age patch. These representations are easily extracted and

can accurately track the target with a proper motion model.

In addition, Haar-like features [27] and binary test based de-

scriptors [21] are also employed by many competing track-

ers [7, 30, 2, 14, 5], as they are computational efficient and

can capture large object structures. Inspired by the merits

of aforementioned methods, our complex cells integrate lo-

cal histograms through several simple operations. They are

efficiently generated to achieve both local robustness and

global distinctiveness.

Tracking methods can be classified as being either gen-

erative or discriminative. Generative methods formulate the

tracking problem as searching for the regions most similar

to the target model. They usually build robust object rep-

resentations using particular features including superpixels

[28], integral histograms [1, 8], local descriptors[9], sub-

space representation [22] and sparse representation [17, 20],

etc. Discriminative methods formulate tracking as a clas-

sification problem to distinguish the target from the back-

ground. They usually train a dynamic classifier for target

with boosting [5, 6, 2], random forest[14] or SVM [7]. Our

tracker falls into the first category which searches for the

state with maximum likelihood to the template. However,

different from other template based schema that only model

the object itself [25, 17, 8, 24, 16], we employ a two-layer

adaptive template to model the appearance of slow vary-

ing target and the fast changing background simultaneously,

and utilize spatial-temporal cues in template for occlusion

inference and stability analysis.

3. Representation
An object is represented by a bounding box. We write

Xt as a set of bounding boxes at frame t, whose element

xt = {xt, yt, st} is a three-dimensional vector indicating

position and scale. Based on a bounding box, we construct

a hierarchical representation architecture, where cells are

the bases and complex cells are constructed upon the cells.

The overview of our representation is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1. Cells

We divide the region within and around the bounding

box into M disjoint rectangular patches. These patches are

called cells. Among them, the cells inside the target are

called inner cells while the others are called outer cells.

We denote the Lin and Lout for the set of inner cell and

outer cell respectively, with Lall = Lin

⋃Lout. Each cel-

l is described by an intensity histogram (I) and an orient-

ed gradient histogram (G). Intensities are in terms of gray

values with gamma normalization while the gradients are

computed similar to HOG [3]. Both kinds of histograms

contain 8 bins computed by the methods introduced in [1]

and [3]. The descriptor for cell l is a 16 dimensional vector

obtained by concatenating the two histograms, denoted as

hl(xt). We use histogram to describe each cell because it

can characterize local structures well and is robust to local

motion deformation. The histogram of a rectangle can be

efficiently computed by means of integral histogram [18].

3.2. Complex Cells

A complex cell is composed of a group of cells. We in-

troduce two basic operators to describe the complex cells,

where merge maintains the histogram sum of participating

cells, while contrast calculates the histogram difference for

a selected cell pair. The results of both operators are L2 nor-

malized within each channel (I and G). Based on different
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Figure 1. Overview of our tracking representation. Left: The spatial layout of cells. Center left: Cell descriptors from intensity channel(top) and oriented

gradient channel (bottom). Center right: Examples of four type complex cells. Right: Fusion score. The cells composite to form complex cells, and

different complex cells corporate to form the final score.

cell compositions and different operators, we propose four

kinds of complex cells, also displayed in Fig. 1.

Local Complex Cell (LCC) is constructed by a single inner

cell directly, and its descriptor is just the L2-norm normal-

ized cell descriptor. LCC describes the local appearance

and encodes the relative position, so they can handle partial

occlusion and local appearance variation effectively. Com-

pared with [1, 8], LCC employs two complementary feature

channels (I and G) to acquire extra robustness.

Block Complex Cell (BCC) takes neighbouring 2×2 cells

to represent larger region of the object, and its descriptor is

the merge of the cells. With larger “receptive field”, BCC is

robust to motion deformation and can provide heuristic cues

for object state estimation (detailed in Sec. 4.4). BCC and

LCC together form a multi-scale representation to capture

geometric structures at different scales.

Non-local Complex Cell (NCC) is composed of a random-

ly selected inner cell pair, and its descriptor is the contrast

of the cell pair. NCC encodes the dependency between non-

local object parts, which is also useful for localization. e.g.,

the relationship between eyes and mouth indicates where

the face is, and the coherence between coat and trouser also

helps to localize a pedestrian. NCC is sensitive to shift and

hence highlights the object’s position.

Background-Contrast Complex Cell (CCC) is composed

of a neighbouring inner-outer cell pair, and its descriptor

is the contrast of the two cells. CCC describes the depen-

dency between an object and its neighbourhood. It delivers

two-fold benefits: (1) It highlights target contours, which

are salient cues of the target; (2) It exploits the spatial cor-

relations between a target and its neighbouring background

, which in turn serves for localization.

3.3. Template

A two-layer template is proposed to represent the target

and background information separately. The target template

Tta is corresponding to inner cells, while the background

template Tbg is corresponding to both inner and outer cells

as the inner cells may be occupied by background. As an

object changes continuously during tracking, we approxi-

mate the changing features on the template using the Gaus-

sian model. Specifically, each bin of a cell descriptor is

modeled as a single Gaussian, then the cell descriptor is a 16

dimensional Gaussian with mean μ and variance D, where

μ describes the local appearance, and D reflects its tempo-

ral variance. For simplicity, the bins of the cell descriptor

are assumed to be independently distributed, therefore D is

a diagonal matrix. The template T can be represented as:

Tta = {μta
l ,Dta

l |l ∈ Lin}, Tbg = {μbg
l ,Dbg

l |l ∈ Lall} (1)

T = Tta
⋃

Tbg. We use μ as the cell descriptors for tem-

plate, and take the inner cells from target template and the

outer cells from background template to construct the com-

plex cells. The complex cell descriptors are generated ac-

cording to Sec. 3.2, which is denoted as CT .

4. Adaptive Complex Cell based Tracker
We develop a novel template-based tracking algorithm to

exhibit the superiorities of proposed complex cells. In this

algorithm, tracking is aimed at searching for the state that is

most similar to the template. We propose a score function

to measure the similarity, which is voted by likelihoods of

all the complex cells.

S(xt) =
∑
m∈M

αm
∑

j∈Jm

wj lj(C(xt),CT ) (2)

we consider two types of weights. αm is the fusion weight

associated with each complex cell type, while wj is the

adaptive weight associated with each complex cell. M =
{L,B,N,C} are the indexes for complex cell types, and

Jm are the complex cell indexes for a specific type m.

C(xt) and CT are complex cell descriptors for xt and tem-

plate T respectively. The optimal state x̂t is the one with

maximal score, namely x̂t = argmaxxt S(xt).

lj(C(xt),CT ) is the likelihood of jth complex cell. To

measure the likelihood, we introduce a kernel function k.

Suppose f and g are the corresponding complex cell de-

scriptors, function k integrates the two channel features by

a linear combination:
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k(f ,g) = 〈f I ,gI〉+ 〈fG,gG〉 (3)

The results of function k have different ranges depending

on the complex cell type. We normalize the results to be

within [0, 1], and lj(C(xt),CT ) takes the normalized value.

4.1. Adaptive Weights

Adaptive weights w are decided by two factors: varia-

tion and occlusion. The appearance variation reflects the

inner changes from the object itself, while occlusion is relat-

ed to the surrounding background. Both factors are spatially

related and can severely affect the tracking performance. To

reduce the influence of the two factors, we focus more on

stable complex cells and exclude occluded complex cells.

wj = sj · oj/
∑

j∈Jm

sj · oj (4)

where sj , oj are the stability factor and occlusion factor as-

sociated with complex cell j. We further decompose sj and

oj into corresponding factors of its subordinated cells.

sj =
∏
l∈Lj

sl, oj =
∏
l∈Lj

ol (5)

Lj indexes the subcells of complex cell j. Note that dif-

ferent complex cells share the same weighting factors from

cells so that wj can be efficiently computed.

Stability Spatial stable parts within or around a target are

important for tracking because they provide more reliable

evidence to predict the target state. The stability of cell l
can be directly reflected by the template variance Dl. In

general, a smaller Tr(Dl) corresponds to a more stable cell

l (Tr is the trace of a matrix), therefore the stability factors

for inner and outer cells can be calculated as:

sl =

{
log(Ain/Tr(Dta

l )), l ∈ Lin

log(Aout/Tr(Dbg
l )), l ∈ Lout

(6)

where Ain =
∑
Lin

Tr(Dta
l ) and Aout =

∑
Lout

Tr(Dbg
l ).

Occlusion Occlusion handling is also necessary, because

it can alleviate the template deterioration and can use valid

complex cells for accurate tracking. We provide a scheme

to treat occlusion handling as background substraction. As-

suming background is consistent in neighbouring cells, we

determine if an inner cell is covered by the background

through evaluating its affinity to neighbouring background

cells. Let ol be a binary indicator associated with cell l,
if a cell is occupied by the background, ol = 0, otherwise

ol = 1. The occlusion state of the next frame is predict-

ed based on the current optimal state x̂t. Suppose cell j is

adjacent to cell l, we only change the occlusion state when:

ol =

{
1→ 0, if (∃oj =0) ∧ (r(l, j) > θocc)
0→ 1, if k(hl(x̂t),μ

ta
l ) > θdeocc

(7)

where hl(x̂t) is the current cell descriptor extracted from

the optimal state, and r(l, j) =
k(hl(x̂t),μ

bg
j )

k(hl(x̂t),μta
l )

is the ratio of
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Figure 2. Fusion of four types of complex cells. Left. Sectional view

of observation likelihood according to x axis at #130. Right. The time-

varying curve of the fusing weights α for the four types of complex cells,

where the fusion weights automatically adjust to different challenges. Ro-

tation 1 and Rotation 2 are out-of-plane and in-plane rotation respectively.

its affinities with the neighbouring background template and

the affinity with the its target template. We occlude the cel-

l when it is more similar to the neighbouring background

cell, and de-occlude the cell when it is similar to its tar-

get template again (θocc = 1.25 and θdeocc = 0.8). Once

the cell l is changed to be occluded, we initialize its back-

ground template with a Gaussian (hl(x̂t),D0), where D0

is a default diagonal matrix. To guarantee sufficient number

of valid cells, we apply two criteria: (1) If more than 60%
of the inner cells are occluded, we de-occlude all the cells.

(2) If an inner cell is occluded for more than 15 frames, we

de-occluded the cell.

4.2. Fusion Weights

The fusion weights α balance between different com-

plex cell types to preserve global distinctiveness. For m
type complex cells, αm is computed based on the sam-

ples in the previous frame t− 1, using a kind of “score

normalization”[11]:

αm ∝ Sm(x̂t−1)−median

MAD
(8)

where Sm(xt) =
∑

j∈Jm wj lj(C(xt),CT) is the score for m-

type complex cells. For all the samples collected in the

frame t−1, median is the median Sm and MAD measures

their deviation defined as median(|Sm(xk
t−1)−median|).

αm reflects the discriminate ability of m-type complex

cells. With fusion weight αm, we can weight more on dis-

tinctive complex cell types, which are less prone to be con-

founded by the background and improve the global distinc-

tiveness of object model. The four types of complex cells

are complementary for both representation and optimal s-

tate estimation, see Fig. 2. Since complex cells of different

types are responsible for different structures, when a certain

challenge happens, some types will degenerate their dis-

criminate abilities, while other types are still be distinctive.

They can track the objects collaboratively. Besides, com-

bining the complex cells with different receptive field form-

s a score distribution with “high peak” and “heavy tail”,

which is desirable for a heuristical search strategy .
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Algorithm 1 Complex Cell Tracker

Input: x̂t−1, w, T
1: sample x1,i

t ∼ q(x1
t |x̂t)

2: compute the score S(x1,i
t ) and η1,it ∝ S(x1,i

t )
3: resample {η1,it ,x1,i

t } to get N particles { 1
N ,x1,i

t }
4: for r = 2 to R do
5: sample xr,i

t ∼ qn(x
r,i
t |xr−1,i

t )
6: compute the score S(xr,i

t ) and ηr,it ∝ S(xr,i
t )

7: resample {ηr,it ,xr,i
t } to get N particles { 1

N ,xr,i
t }

8: end for
9: estimate the optimal state x̂t = maxr,i S(x

r,i
t )

10: determine the fusion weight α using (8).

11: update the adaptive weight w using (4)(5)(6)(7).

12: update the template according to Sec. 4.3.

Output: x̂t, w, T

4.3. Updating with Occlusion

As cell descriptors in Tta and Tbg are modeled as Gaus-

sian distribution, we incrementally update the parameter-

s (μta
l ,Dta

l ) and (μbg
l ,Dbg

l ) by current cell descriptor

ĥl(xt) , which is also modeled as a Gaussian distribution

G(ĥl,D0). The template updating is therefore operated as

Gaussian merging. We first update the target template Tta:

μ∗l =λtaμta
l +(1−λta)ĥl

D∗
l =λta(Dta

l +μta
l μta�

l )+(1−λta)(D0+ĥlĥ
�
l )−μ∗μ∗�

μta
l =olμ

∗+(1−ol)μ
ta
l Dta

l =olD
∗+(1−ol)D

ta
l

(9)

where 0<λta < 1 is a learning rate parameter. The update

rule for background template Tbg is similar but with two

significant differences: (1) we only update (μbg
l ,Dbg

l ) for

the cell with ol = 0, which is opposite to target template;

(2) since the background changes much faster than the tar-

get on the template, the learning rate λbg should be much

smaller than λta to crop the real-time background informa-

tion (λta = 0.98, λbg = 0.4).

4.4. Coarse-to-Fine Search

To effectively search for the optimal state x̂t, we pro-

pose a coarse-to-fine search strategy based on SMC (Se-

quential Monte Carlo) [4] to gradually approximate the

high score region. Specifically, we sample N = 50 can-

didates each time and iterate R = 9 times. Let xr,i
t be

the ith candidate at rth iteration and ηr,it be the corre-

sponding sample’s weight. The searching procedures are

summarized in Alg. 1, where q(x1
t |x̂t) = G(x̂t,Σ

0
t ) is

a Gaussian distribution with the mean x̂t−1 and the vari-

ance Σ0
t = diag(σ2

x,t, σ
2
y,t, σ

2
s,t). The transition probability

is qn(x
r,i
t |xr−1,i

t ) = G(xr−1,i
t ,Σr−1

t ), whose variance Σr−1
t

gradually decreases as time r increases 1.

5. Experiment

Datasets We evaluate our Complex Cell based Tracker

(CCT) on 25 challenging sequences, which include all the

sequences in MIL benchmark [2] (tiger2, tiger1, david, dol-
lar, twinings, cliffbar, surfer, faceocc1, faceocc2, sylv, girl,
coke), all the sequences in Prost benchmark [23] (board,

box, lemming, liquor) and additional 9 frequently used

sequences (shaking, football, singer1, animal, basketball
[15], woman, panda [32], car4, bolt [30]). These sequences

contain different challenging situations listed in Tab. 1.

Table 1. The main challenges observed in 25 sequences.

Main Challenges Sequence

Background Clutter dollar, basketball, liquor, football, bolt
Fast motion tiger1, tiger2, animal, panda

Rotation cliffbar, girl, twinnings, surfer, faceocc2, panda

Illumination
tiger1, tiger2, david, sylv, coke, box
shaking, singer1, car4, basketball

Partial or full occlusion
tiger1, tiger2, girl, coke, faceocc1, faceocc2

box, lemming, liquor, woman, basketball

Pose and scale variation
tiger1, tiger2, david, twinings, cliffbar, surfer, sylv

girl, coke, board, box, lemming, liquor, bolt
shaking, football, singer1, woman, car4, basketball

Setup The proposed CCT tracker is implemented in

MATLAB/C and runs average 10 frames per second with

a 3.07 GHz CPU. The most computationally expensive pro-

cedures are the extraction of the cell descriptors and the

computation of score values. The configuration of the cell-

s depends on the shape of the initial bounding box, where

the number of inner cells is around 25 and the outer cell-

s are generated around the bounding box. The number for

different types of complex cells are set as follows: LCC

takes every inner cell; BCC covers every possible 2×2 cell

region; 60 inner cell pairs are randomly selected for NCC-

s; 30 inner-outer cell pair are selected as CCCs across the

bounding box boundary. It is important to note that the pa-

rameters in our method are fixed through the experiments.

Evaluation Metric For quantitative comparison, we use

two evaluation criteria. Firstly, the mean center location

error (CLE) is calculated for each tracker. Secondly, we

report the Pascal VOC overlap ratio (VOR), that VOR =
Area(BT

⋂
BG)/Area(BT

⋃
BG), where BT is the track-

ing bounding box and BG is the ground truth bounding box.

Based on CLE and VOR, we also employ the Precision plot

and Success plot to demonstrate the global properties. The

definition of the two plots can be found in [29].

We report the most important the findings in the paper,

while other results as well as source code will be available

on the author’s webpage: http://dapengchen.com .

1For Σ0
t , σx,t, σy,t equal to 1/3 diagonal length of x̂t−1, σs,t =

0.03. Σ1
t = 0.5Σ0

t and Σr
t = 0.9Σr−1

t when r ≥ 2.
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Figure 3. The success plot and the precision plot for trackers with different complex cells and different adaptive weights.

Figure 4. Comparing the performance of independent complex cells based trackers and the proposed CCT using the Pascal VOC overlap ratio.

Figure 5. Center error plots of typical samples to explicit the properties of each type of complex cells.

Table 2. The average VORs and CLEs of constructed trackers with different complex cells.

Trackers L-T B-T N-T C-T L∗-T B∗-T N∗-T C∗-T CCT

Ave CLE 65.44 53.29 29.82 89.57 25.57 16.90 35.79 17.55 9.77
Ave VOR 0.35 0.46 0.53 0.32 0.60 0.67 0.55 0.64 0.71

Table 3. The average VORs and CLEs of trackers with different adaptive weights.

Trackers OS∗-T O∗-T S∗-T CCT

Ave CLE 14.58 12.29 15.31 9.77
Ave VOR 0.64 0.67 0.66 0.71

Table 4. The average VORs and CLEs of the trackers with and without fusion weights.

Trackers α∗-T CCT

Ave CLE 15.19 9.77
Trackers α∗-T CCT

Ave VOR 0.67 0.71

5.1. Analysis of our Method

Performance of complex cells We investigate the prop-

erties of complex cells by building the trackers L-T, B-T,

N-T, C-T based on the four different types of complex cell

independently. We also verify the necessity of each com-

plex cell by constructing the L∗-T, B∗-T, N∗-T, C∗-T which

cast the corresponding complex cells away from CCT. To-

gether with CCT, we run the 9 trackers on all the sequences.

The average CLEs and VORs over the frames are given in

Tab. 2. The Success plots and Precision plots of the track-

ers over these frames are reported in Fig. 3 (a)-(b). We also

gives the average VORs for each sequence in Fig. 4 and the

CLE plots for some example sequences in Fig. 5.

We found that the tracking performance is significant-

ly improved by the combination of different complex cells.

The more types of complex cells the tracking system inte-

grates, the better performance it achieves, see Fig. 3 (a)-(b)

and Tab. 2. The results also indicate some complementari-

ties among different complex cells, as shown in Fig. 4. In

particular, B-T and N-T are typical complementary trackers,

and they perform more reliably than L-T and C-T. However,

LCC and CCC are also indispensable. If we discard either

complex cell from CCT, the overall performance will de-

crease. Here, we investigate the performance of the each

type of complex cells one by one.

BCC is more flexible than NCC on handling large deforma-

tion because of its large receptive field. Besides, its “heavy

tail” property also enables our search strategy to follow fast

moving objects. In basketball, BCC shows its superiority

to NCC on handling large pose variation (Fig. 5). In pan-
da, BCC also performs well on handling fast motion and

in-plane rotation.

NCC is more stable than BCC for tracking rigid objects,

because it emphasizes the spatial constraints between ob-

ject parts. NCC is distinctive, and it can distinguish the d-

ifference between the two similar objects in dollar (Fig. 5).

Furthermore, the contrast operator for NCC can also offset

some influence caused by illumination change, so the NCC

can track the target in shaking very well.

LCC is the basis for constructing other complex cells, it is

not as reliable as NCC and BCC when used independently.

However, the performance difference between L∗-T and C-

CT also indicates that LCC is indispensable (Fig. 3 (a)-(b)).

Examples can refer to lemming and cliffbar in Fig. 5.

CCC can’t track the object independently because it only
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Figure 6. Qualitative results over representative frames of four sequences(i.e. woman,bolt,box,basketball), we show the occlusion mask and stability weights at the bottom left.

Figure 7. The success plots and the precision plots for investigating the effect of fusion weights and for the comparison of different algorithms respectively.

focuses on the object contours, which are not stable when

background changes a lot or occlusion happens. Even so,

CCC is still an effective cue to identify the target. Exam-

ples can refer to surf and box. Especially in surf, when the

surfer’s head rotates in the image plane, its content changes

but its contours and background are relative invariant. If we

don’t employ CCC, the tracker C∗-T drifts heavily.

Performance of adaptive weights To verify the effec-

tiveness of adaptive weights w, we also construct three

trackers S∗-T, O∗-T, OS∗-T that drop the stability weights

s, occlusion weights o, and the two weights from CCT, re-

spectively. The quantitative results are given in Tab. 3 and

Fig. 3(c)-(d), where the results demonstrate that weighting

the complex cells with occlusion and stability factors can

cooperatively improve the tracking performance. Stabili-

ty weights emphasize on the importance of temporal stable

parts, which is particular useful for semi-deformable object-

s, such as human, animal, etc. Occlusion weights force C-

CT only use un-occluded cell to track the object, and they

protect the occluded content from updating the background.

We display stability weights and occlusion masks for some

representative frames in Fig. 6.

Performance of fusion weights To justify the effective-

ness of adaptive weights α, we construct a tracker α∗-T
ignoring the fusion weights α, which combines the score of

four types of complex cells equally. The quantitative results

in Tab. 4 and Fig. 7 (a)-(b) prove the usefulness of adaptive

fusion weights. Although their contribution is not as signif-

icant as other components, they provide a reasonable way

to balance between difference complex cell types.

5.2. Empirical comparison of other trackers

We compare CCT with eight competing trackers named

Semi [6], OAB [5], MIL [2], TLD [14], CT [30], LSHT

[8], ASLA [13] and Struck [7]. The tracking results are

obtained by running their publicly available source codes

with default parameters2. Tab. 5 and Tab. 6 summarize the

average VORs and average CLEs of the compared tracking

algorithms 3. Fig. 7 (c)-(d) display the success plots and

precision plots of these algorithms.

The results reveal the potential benefits of integrating

multiple complex cells, which enable CCT to be more u-

niversal to handle various challenges. Different from other

trackers that may severely fail on certain types of videos,

CCT tracks well on almost all the listed data. It is impor-

tant to note that we employ all the videos in MIL Dataset

and Prost Dataset without discrimination. Furthermore, if

we only use a single type of complex cells (compare Fig. 3

(a)-(b) with Fig. 7 (c)-(d) ), the performance may be similar

to or even worse than other existing methods, which again

confirms the importance of complex cell combination.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel representation

framework for single object tracking. We constructed com-

plex cells from local descriptors to represent multiple s-

cale and multiple contextual object information. Equipped

with a two-layer template, the complex cells were further

weighted by adaptive weights and fusion weights to cope

2 For ASLA, we evaluate them using a fixed motion model as [29].
3The entry ”- -” for TLD indicates the value is not available as the

algorithm loses to track the target object.
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Table 5. The average VORs of the nine trackers on the 25 sequences.

Semi CT OAB MIL LSHT ASLA Struck TLD CCT
animal 0.28 0.02 0.80 0.39 0.04 0.03 0.84 0.51 0.83

basketball 0.17 0.29 0.04 0.26 0.40 0.20 0.02 0.02 0.69
board 0.24 0.61 0.17 0.37 0.63 0.70 0.65 0.57 0.78
sylv 0.58 0.50 0.60 0.45 0.63 0.59 0.72 0.60 0.79
twinings 0.48 0.59 0.62 0.61 0.46 0.65 0.64 0.36 0.77
lemming 0.26 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.25 0.13 0.43 0.48 0.60
faceocc1 0.85 0.51 0.57 0.62 0.66 0.83 0.87 0.53 0.71

cliffbar 0.12 0.55 0.24 0.56 0.08 0.29 0.20 0.67 0.61

car4 0.22 0.24 0.41 0.21 0.26 0.87 0.55 0.03 0.86

bolt 0.06 0.54 0.40 0.50 0.32 0.60 0.17 0.06 0.60
singer1 0.16 0.34 0.34 0.27 0.34 0.75 0.34 0.52 0.79
david 0.29 0.50 0.37 0.48 0.53 0.43 0.24 0.59 0.80
girl 0.59 0.56 0.63 0.49 0.14 0.55 0.66 0.63 0.78
box 0.11 0.25 0.19 0.15 0.30 0.21 0.34 0.61 0.73
dollar 0.36 0.69 0.45 0.61 0.86 0.83 0.65 0.31 0.89
tiger1 0.22 0.64 0.16 0.46 0.09 0.19 0.63 0.48 0.74
tiger2 0.16 0.42 0.16 0.64 0.13 0.14 0.51 0.34 0.65
faceocc2 0.55 0.62 0.55 0.57 0.68 0.54 0.71 0.63 0.65

coke 0.33 0.43 0.71 0.34 0.56 0.62 0.60 0.54 0.73
surf 0.05 0.07 0.39 0.23 0.04 0.05 0.38 0.71 0.67

liquor 0.64 0.21 0.55 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.60 0.67 0.59

woman 0.24 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.67 0.73 0.65 0.72

shaking 0.07 0.63 0.19 0.58 0.53 0.64 0.23 0.03 0.83
football 0.25 0.45 0.20 0.53 0.52 0.48 0.50 0.47 0.68
panda 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.32 0.12 0.25 0.33 0.58 0.77
Average 0.29 0.41 0.37 0.42 0.36 0.46 0.50 0.46 0.73

Table 6. The average CLEs of the nine trackers on the 25 sequences.

Semi CT OAB MIL LSHT ASLA Struck TLD CCT
animal 78.8 246.7 6.0 54.0 100.1 140.5 3.1 - - 4.4

basketball 111.5 90.6 183.1 87.3 67.3 137.7 132.4 - - 17.6
board 128.2 29.8 140.9 60.8 26.3 17.2 24.2 30.0 11.1
sylv 16.2 16.6 13.1 29.7 15.0 17.8 6.9 10.3 4.5
twinings 20.0 12.0 8.3 10.4 20.8 7.8 7.3 15.9 3.2
lemming 146.0 41.8 47.6 68.6 95.3 197.4 40.6 - - 10.7
faceocc1 7.5 41.0 35.2 24.3 28.7 7.2 5.8 27.5 9.9

cliffbar 76.6 9.0 42.4 10.6 80.2 42.5 74.6 3.7 9.8

car4 107.3 72.2 29.4 62.6 56.7 3.2 6.3 - - 3.5

bolt 48.5 8.6 31.2 9.7 35.8 8.2 46.8 - - 8.4

singer1 89.0 14.3 13.5 28.9 16.5 4.0 15.2 26.6 6.7

david 36.2 11.4 24.0 10.5 6.1 18.4 64.5 19.3 3.7
girl 18.8 20.1 11.6 26.8 96.6 22.8 5.8 - - 6.6

box 140.1 123.0 131.3 117.6 106.7 145.8 140.8 - - 10.3
dollar 64.7 14.3 24.7 18.9 4.2 3.4 17.0 69.1 2.5
tiger1 46.7 8.5 47.6 23.4 79.4 41.7 7.2 - - 4.4
tiger2 39.3 19.5 56.8 6.0 43.0 39.7 14.9 - - 7.6
faceocc2 22.3 15.3 23.6 19.0 9.8 22.7 8.0 12.7 11.4

coke 17.9 14.1 3.8 15.5 7.2 5.4 5.5 7.8 3.1
surf 71.7 29.4 14.1 25.4 54.4 56.1 7.8 3.5 3.3
liquor 51.8 164.4 25.5 165.8 107.5 225.2 51.4 - - 33.6

woman 57.6 112.0 119.8 126.6 123.8 10.4 3.5 6.2 3.5
shaking 68.4 10.2 80.2 14.5 17.7 11.6 49.6 - - 4.8
football 30.0 15.4 149.0 13.7 19.1 19.0 14.0 17.0 4.7
panda 81.5 172.6 112.5 138.0 95.2 67.2 88.1 - - 1.8
Average 63.1 52.5 55.8 46.7 52.5 50.1 33.7 - - 7.5

with tracking challenges in different situations. Experi-

ments over 25 sequences confirmed the complementarity

between different complex cells and showed that the com-

bination of them would significantly improve the tracking

performance. The computation cost of our tracker lies on

the feature extraction, which are desirable to adopt parallel-

processing schemes to make our tracker realtime. Our rep-

resentation method is flexible so that it can be simply trans-

planted to other model-free trackers, and it is likely to im-

prove the performance of them as well.
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